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Why choose Cason & Associates to control aquatic invasive species in
your lake? This can be answered in three words: accountability, reliability
and experience. Cason & Associates has helped over 60 lake
organizations implement herbicide treatment programs, including the
largest milfoil treatment in Wisconsin. Why
do these lake groups choose us? Because
we strive to perform herbicide treatments at
the optimal time to
achieve the greatest
level of success. Our
boats are outfitted

with equipment that allows for herbicides, liquid or granular, to be
applied at the precise rate in the correct locations. Cason & Associates’
staff includes certified, licensed and insured herbicide applicators who
work diligently to ensure that your management plan is properly carried
out.

FEATURED ARTICLES
See page 3 to find out how one lake Experimental treatment strategy for
experienced over an 80% reduction Hybrid watermilfoil has great success!
See page 4 for more information.
of Eurasian Watermilfoil!
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Surveys of Your Aquatic Plant Community
Point-intercept map

Whether you need to get a handle on
existing aquatic invasive species (AIS),
proactively monitor for the presence of AIS,
or would simply like to collect baseline data
of the aquatic plant community within your
lake, Cason & Associates is here to help.
By following DNR protocols and using GPS
technology, our biologists are able to
accurately map the location and calculate
the precise acreages of plant beds. In
addition, the staff at Cason & Associates
welcomes the opportunity to work with lake
group volunteers to help
lake members learn about
the plant community or
fulfill volunteer hours if
the lake has been
awarded grant funding for
the project.

Interpreting Your Lake’s Water Quality
How is the water quality? Has it changed over time?
How does it compare to other lakes? Cason &
Associates can help you answer these questions.
Volunteers and professionals have collected water
quality data for many years on a number of lakes in
the State; data you may not be aware exists. Cason &
Associates can gather, compile, and most of all,
interpret the data so it’s useful to your lake
organization. We can also collect data to assess
current conditions, or to fill in gaps in the data that
may have been missed in previous monitoring efforts.

Water Quality Assessment Reports may include:
•

Secchi depth to assess water clarity trends

•

Dissolved oxygen levels to assess the overall health of the lake

•

Nitrogen and Phosphorus concentrations to assess nutrient loading

•

Chlorophyll concentrations to measure algal abundance

•

Fecal coliform to detect failing septic systems or runoff from domestic animals

•

Presence and/or concentration of pesticides in water or sediments

Hybrid Milfoil and DNA Analysis
Hybrid milfoil has been identified in a number of lakes in Wisconsin. It is usually
a cross between Eurasian watermilfoil and the native northern watermilfoil. This
hybrid is considered an aquatic invasive species, and can be complicated to
manage. Cason & Associates is currently involved in several research projects
that look for more effective techniques to control hybrid milfoil. We strive to stay
abreast of new management techniques by attending various conferences and
seminars to learn about new research being conducted. If you suspect your lake
has hybrid milfoil, the best way to verify it is through DNA analysis. This
technique is now relatively inexpensive, and Cason & Associates can assist you
in collecting and submitting samples to a university lab for DNA analysis. If it is
determined that your lake contains hybrid milfoil, we can discuss future
management options for controlling the plant.
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Legend Lake’s Road to Recovery
Legend Lake, located on the Menominee Indian Reservation, is a chain of interconnected water bodies totaling
1285 acres. In 2001, Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) was first identified in the
system. During the following four years, milfoil spread rapidly throughout the lakes. Aquatic plant
management efforts were limited to small-scale herbicide treatments and harvesting for navigational
purposes. In the fall of 2005, a survey conducted by Cason & Associates, LLC biologists identified a
total of 538 acres of Eurasian watermilfoil.
The following May, 218 acres of Eurasian watermilfoil in selected lake basins were treated with
Navigate® (granular 2,4-D) at a rate of 100 lbs/acre. A staggered treatment approach was chosen to
not only control Eurasian watermilfoil but
2007 Eurasian watermilfoil fall distribution
also minimize the large(660.2 acres)
scale treatment impact to the ecological health of the system; particularly dissolved
oxygen levels and the native plant community. This was confirmed with extensive preand post-treatment monitoring starting in 2006 and continuing to the present. Milfoil
continued to expand in untreated lakes. By the fall of 2006, a total of 660 acres of
milfoil were documented. The following year, 246 acres were treated in the previously
untreated lake basins. By the end of 2007, nearly 500 acres of milfoil still remained
in the Legend Lake system. A decision was made to change the treatment approach
and target all known Eurasian watermilfoil beds the following spring. A review of the
water quality and aquatic plant data collected showed minimal ecological impacts as
a result of the treatment.
In the spring of 2008 a total of 498 acres of Eurasian watermilfoil were treated using
Navigate® at rates of 100 – 150 lbs/acre. Rates varied depending upon the size of
each milfoil bed. By the fall of 2008, a total of 156 acres of Eurasian watermilfoil
remained in the entire system. Treatments in 2009 further reduced milfoil to 129
acres and by the fall of 2010, 119 acres remained. From its peak distribution in
2006, Eurasian watermilfoil has been reduced by nearly 82% in the Legend Lake
system. This can be attributed to accurate and detailed mapping, extensive pre-and
post-treatment ecological monitoring, and precise and timely treatments. With
numerous agencies and organizations involved including the Menominee Indian Tribe
of Wisconsin (MITW), Wisconsin DNR, Menominee County, and Legend Lake P&R
District (LLPRD), communication has also played a vital role in this project.

2010 Eurasian watermilfoil fall distribution
(119.4 acres)

Because of the problems created by Eurasian watermilfoil over the past decade, the
LLPRD developed an aquatic plant management plan entitled Legend Lake Aquatic
Plant Management Plan 2006-2008. The LLPRD and its consultants (Cason &
Associates and AECOM) developed this management plan in cooperation with the
MITW and the Wisconsin DNR. Each year, Cason & Associates works with the LLPRD,
WDNR, and MITW to update this plan to meet the changing lake management needs.
Lake Basin
Location (total area)
Wahtosah/Skice (284 ac)
Main Channel (18 ac)
Spring (114 ac)
Peshtigo (94 ac)
Little Blacksmith (84 ac)
Big Blacksmith (233 ac)
Sapokesik/Pywaosit (458 ac)
Totals (1285 ac)

2005
114.2
10.5
38
32.1
60.4
88.2
194.6
538

Year / Eurasian watermilfoil acreage
2006
2007
2008
2009
180.3
249.7
32.2
19.5
6.9
0.7
3.4
1.1
87.8
6.8
14.6
10.6
21
16.1
9.6
14.5
34.1
6.1
9.9
5
43.6
16
13.4
10.7
286.5
202.3
73.3
67.9
660.2
497.7
156.4
129.3

2010
30.7
3.8
12.9
11.2
16.1
14.2
30.5
119.4

The Legend Lake project involved the largest treatment of Eurasian watermilfoil in the state of Wisconsin. Cason & Associates, LLC continues to work closely with
the LLPRD and government entities to make further progress managing invasives on the lake. For more information about this project or our lake management
services, contact us at (877)(877)-309309-8408.
8408
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Hybrid Watermilfoil: A Michigan Lake Case Study
Goal: To develop an effective and selective treatment strategy for controlling hybrid milfoil that does
not respond to typical Eurasian watermilfoil treatments.
Background

Study Site:

In recent years, Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) has been found to
hybridize with northern watermilfoil, a closely related native plant.
This hybrid grows to extreme densities similar to EWM, and is a
major management concern. To confound matters, hybrid watermilfoil often does not respond to treatment strategies that
effectively control EWM.

Runkle Lake, Iron County Michigan

In 2008, laboratory analysis confirmed that Runkle Lake milfoil was
a hybrid cross of Eurasian and Northern watermilfoil.

Max depth of rooted vegetation: 13.0
feet

In 2009, Cason & Associates mapped and treated 15 acres of
hybrid watermilfoil with Navigate® at a rate of 150 lbs/acre. Treatments using this method had great success at controlling EWM on
Runkle Lake in years prior to 2008. This treatment was done early in
the season before turions formed on the plants. It was thought that
this early-season treatment approach would provide better longterm control of the hybrid, but little lasting impact was achieved.

Surface area: 80.2 acres
Maximum depth: 48 feet
Mean depth: 12.2 feet

A New Approach
Based on recommendations from Applied Biochemists, a new treatment was suggested that
involved combining Navigate®, granular 2,4-D, and Navitrol®, granular triclopyr. It was
thought that this combination of auxin-mimic herbicides would provide better control of
hybrid watermilfoil. On May 26, 2010, Cason & Associates treated 14.7 acres of the 28.1
acres of hybrid milfoil with the herbicide combination.

Pre and post-treatment surveys were done to determine the amount of hybrid milfoil control
In May 2010, a total of 28.1 acres of hybrid milfoil was found in that was achieved, as well as the impact on native plant species.
Runkle Lake.

PrePre-Treatment Survey

PostPost-Treatment Survey
Treated areas
(14.7 acres)

Untreated areas/
Hybrid milfoil
beds

Results
The post treatment survey showed a high degree of hybrid
watermilfoil control. In addition, native plants had recolonized the areas where milfoil had previously
dominated. Analysis of the data shows that most species
exhibited statistically significant increases following
treatment; likely as a result of reduced competition from
the hybrid watermilfoil.
The combination of Navigate® and Navitrol® herbicides
offers a treatment option for difficult-to-control hybrid
watermilfoil that is both effective and highly selective.
Cason & Associates, LLC strives to stay abreast of new
techniques and technologies to more effectively manage
water resources. For more information about this case
study, contact us at (877)(877)-309309-8408.
8408

Statistically significant (95% confidence interval) changes in frequency of aquatic plant species found in Runkle Lake between the
pre-treatment survey conducted on May 25, 2010 and the posttreatment survey conducted on September 1, 2010. Values of “0”
indicate no change between pre and post-treatment surveys.
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Is Your Lake in Need of an Aquatic Management Plan?
Whether you are looking for an aquatic weed
Eurasian watermilfoil
harvesting plan, an aquatic invasive species
(AIS) control plan or a plan to protect and
restore native plant communities, Cason &
Associates has the resources to help you
accomplish your goals. An effective aquatic
plant management plan presents data from
the lake and watershed, includes public
input, discusses management alternatives
and presents detailed management
recommendations. Cason & Associates
strives to write plans that not only include
these components, but also are designed to
change as the needs of
the lake change. These are called Adaptive Management Plans. If your lake is in need of
a management plan, the professionals at Cason & Associates have the seasoned
experience to help you develop an adaptive plan meet the goals of your lake today and for
years to come.

Aquatic Invasive species are quickly becoming the
number one ecological threat to lakes in the Midwest.
Curly-leaf pondweed

Do You Aerate
Your Lake?

Obtaining Grant Money for Your
Lake Management Projects

Cason & Associates offers experienced grant writers in
Do high operating costs put a financial burden
an increasingly competitive environment. We have
on your Lake Group? Are maintenance and
helped lake organizations throughout the state obtain
repair costs becoming too expensive? If so, it
over 2 million dollars in financial assistance. In addition,
may be time to consider an upgrade. Aeration
our professionals can help lake groups emphasize key
technology has improved dramatically in recent
elements that provide critical ranking points which could
years. New air motor technology moves more
mean the difference between receiving grant funding or
air with less horsepower. This means significant
not. Hiring the experienced grant writers at Cason &
reductions in electrical usage. Advances in
Associates can be money well spent.
diffuser membrane technology lead to
significant reductions in back-pressure. Lower
operating pressures mean less energy usage and longer maintenance intervals. An aeration system upgrade can pay for itself in energy savings
in as little as two years! Cason & Associates specializes in custom aeration systems. For a limited time we are offering a free assessment of your
existing aeration system to determine if upgrading components of your aeration system will save you money.
Greater efficiency, lower operating costs, less energy consumption – isn’t it worth looking into?
Call Cason & Associates, LLC today for more information. (877)(877)-309309-8408

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lake Studies
Invasive Plant Management
Fishery & Aquatic Plant Surveys
Aquatic Plant Management Plans

Cason & Associates, LLC

P.O. Box 230
Berlin, WI 54923
Phone: 877-309-8408
Fax: 920-361-4086
Email: info@casonassociates.com
www.casonassociates.com

Water Quality Monitoring
Lake Mapping
Permit & Grant Writing

Do You Have a Clear Picture of Your Lake’s Fishery?
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It’s difficult to properly manage a fishery without accurate information. Cason &
Associates conducts fishery surveys of lakes using fyke nets, which can provide
valuable information on the lake’s fish species composition, size structure, fish
health, population density and relative abundance. Scale samples can also be
collected and analyzed in our lab, which
can provide information on the age
structure of the population, growth rates,
mortality rates and recruitment. A
detailed report is included with each
survey that summarizes the data in an
easy to understand format. These
surveys can help gather data to allow
informed decisions regarding stocking
and/or habitat improvement. The survey
Lake XBass
Rock
Rock
can also help determine the need to
Bass
adjust size and bag limits in order to
State Average
protect and improve the fishery into the
future. Cason & Associates is happy to
work with volunteers on these projects,
as many lake group members enjoy
learning about the fishery of the lake they
4
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8
10
live on. Call today for more information.
Age (yr)

Toll free: (877)-309-8408

